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Abstract. Our very-first high resolution spectra of SV Cen close binary sys-
tem obtained in the Hα line reveal its absorption and emmision components,
changing with orbital phase. An accretion disk surrounding the component
eclipsed at the primary minimum is the most plausible explanation of this com-
plex structure.
Introduction
The true nature of SV Cen – one of the most famous binary system, is still
not well known. Light curve modeling programs based on the Roche model
predict a contact configuration for this system, with both components almost
filling the outer Roche lobe. These models predict also the largest known value
of the temperature difference between components of about 9000 K, which is
entirely inconsistent with the common envelope contact model. On the other
hand, the very rapid period decrease observed in the O-C diagram (Kreiner et. al
(2003)) suggests a semidetached rather than a contact configuration. Led by the
above inconsistencies, Linnell & Scheick (1991) proposed that SV Cen might be
a semidetached system with the less massive component surrounded by an ac-
cretion disk. The tittle question of their publication ”Does SV Centauri harbour
an accretion disk?” has prompted us to investigate this system.
Observations, data reduction and conclusions
In a preliminary investigation we used the echelle spectrograph mounted on the
2.5 m Du Pont telescope at the Las Campanas Observatory. In total, 12 spectra
were obtained in February and March 2009. The orbital phases were calcu-
lated using the linear ephemeris provided by Kreiner (2004). A sample of seven
heliocentric-system, rectified spectra taken in theHα line is shown in Fig.1 (a-g).
This line shows strong emission components at almost all phases, especially close
to the secondary eclipse. To improve visibility of the emission, we decided to re-
move the spectrum of the secondary star. As a template we chose the spectrum
obtained at the orbital phase 0.044 (Fig.1(a)); this spectrum contains the pure
spectrum of the secondary star with its characteristic rotational broadening. Us-
ing the well orbital-phase covered radial velocity curve of SV Cen published by
Rucinski et al. (1992), we shifted this secondary spectrum by the respective RV
differences to use it for division of the spectra at the orbital phases 0.35 to 0.5.
As the result, we obtained the double-peaked emission line (Fig.1 (h,i)), which
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Figure 1. The Hα spectra of SV Cen obtained in different orbital phases. The
last two panels give the contribution of the accretion disk.
is a characteristic feature of permanent accretion disks (Smak (1981)). The disk
is surrounding the primary - mass gaining component, which is visible in front
of the secondary - mass losing star, at phases close to the secondary eclipse.
For the first time in a class of short period close binary systems, previously
unambiguously classified as a contact binary star, we see a very well defined
signature of an accretion disk. With AW UMa (Pribulla & Rucinski (2008)),
this is the second case when the contact model and the perfect fit of the EW-type
light curve that it offers, fails when confronted with spectroscopic observations.
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